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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a object detection
method expressed as rotated bounding box to solve grasping
challenge in the scenes where rigid objects and soft objects are
mixed together. Compared with traditional detection methods,
this method can output the angle information of rotated objects
and thus can guarantee that within each rotated bounding box,
there is a single instance. This technology is especially useful
in the case of pile of objects with different orientations. In
our method, when uncategorized objects with specific geometry
shapes (rectangle or cylinder) are detected, the program will
conclude that some rigid objects are covered by the towels. If
no covered objects are detected, the grasp planning is based on
3D point cloud obtained from the mapping between 2D object
detection result and its corresponding 3D point cloud. Based
on the information provided by the 3D bounding box covering
the object, grasping strategy for multiple cluttered rigid objects,
collision avoidance strategy are proposed. The proposed method
is verified by the experiment in which rigid objects and towels
are mixed together.
I. INTRODUCTION
In terms of logistics warehouse sorting, rubbish classi-
fying, or household services, people are confronted with
the environments where rigid objects and soft objects are
mixed together. In this situation, people can grasp only
rigid objects with ease and precision, and will not bring
soft objects together. When people grasp a soft object, they
can manage to avoid colliding surrounding rigid objects.
By contrast, when a robot is facing the similar scene, it
trends to grasp a rigid object with the surrounding soft object
caught together, or collides with a rigid object when trying
to grasp a soft object. The main reason involved in the fact
is that for a robot it is difficult to distinguish a rigid object
from the surrounding soft objects. In this paper, our proposal
mainly contributes to the grasping planning problems in this
condition.
In our proposal, we make full use of object detection
technology to filter out infeasible grasping plans (Fig. 1
demonstrates a typical grasping process under the scheme).
At present, numerous object detection methods adopt bound-
ing box to indicate the location of the detected targets in the
image, such as YOLO [1], [2], [3], SSD [4], etc. But the
conventional bounding box is apt to cover multiple targets
when they are randomly rotated. In addition, most of the
above object detection methods use 2D image as the input
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Fig. 1. The overview of picking objects when the objects are composed
of rigid and soft ones. (a) detection results of the unfeasible objects with
3D rotated bounding box; (b) filtering out the point cloud in 3D rotated
bounding box; (c) grasping pose of towels in point cloud; (d) robot arm
grasps a towel; (e) detection results of the candidate grasping objects with
3D rotated bounding box; (f) grasping pose and collision detection of the
candidate grasping objects; (g) appropriate grasping pose in point cloud; (h)
robot arm grasps a rigid object.
of the network, when color of the object is similar with that
of the background, the detection result is unsatisfied. Based
on the rotated bounding box proposed by Lei, etc [5], our
method extends YOLOV3 [3] and uses Green-Blue-Depth
instead of RGB as the input of object detection network. With
this method, it can detect each of the targets by covering
its contour with a rotated bounding box even if they are
overlapped with each other.
The grasping planing methods for rigid and soft objects
are generally different. There are many research work which
contribute to solve the problem with only one type of targets
are confronted [6], [7], [8], [9]. In this paper, we focus on the
problem when both of two type objects are mixed together.
In the situation shown in Fig. 1, rigid objects may be covered
with towels. If objects with specific regular geometric shape
are detected on the surface of the towel, we can infer that
there must be objects under the towel. Then grasping will
be planned on the region excluding where rigid objects may
exit. In this case, the grasping is targeted to the towel, which
is solved by using our previous work [10]. If no targets with
specific shape (rectangle or cylinder) are detected, the point
cloud for determining candidate grasping target is obtained
by using the object detection results, PCA is used to find
the grasp poses of the targets. If no target is detected, which
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implies that there are only towels or nothing, our method
determines where to grasp the towel.
In this work, we propose a method which outputs rotated
bounding box as the result of object detection. We propose
to utilize this technology to solve the grasping planning
problem when rigid objects are mixed with towel. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Our method represents multi-categories, multi-targets
object detection result with rotated bounding box. The
method uses Green-Blue-Depth instead of RGB as the
input of network.
• The opening width of the gripper is determined by the
size of the detected target, so it can effectively avoid
the situation where multiple targets are grasped at one
time.
• Our method can avoid grasping multiple objects when
rigid objects and soft objects are mixed.
II. RELATED WORK
At present, there are many studies on grasping planning,
they mainly tackle the scenario of grasping an object from
a pile of rigid objects or a bunch of soft objects. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there is not a general method
to address the mixed scene. In recent years, this problem,
especially in the household services field, is becoming more
and more important. We will briefly introduce some previous
work in the field of grasping in the following.
Grasping pose determination for rigid objects. A. ten
Pas, etc [11] propose a method to determine grasp pose
with point clouds, and this method does not use the CAD
model. Based the work of [11] and the network architecture
of PointNet, H. Liang, etc [?] proposed PointNetGPD, which
can better understand the spatial geometry of the point cloud
in the graspable region. J.Mahler, etc [13] present a network
GQ-CNN to obtain the grasping pose with the depth image
and the method can obtain the grasping pose of the object
with irregular shapes. There are many works for grasping
pose detection evaluated on the Cornell grasping dataset [14].
These methods can represent grasping rectangle on the image
[15] [9] [16]. However, they are all for rigid objects.
Grasping pose determination for soft objects. At
present, the research on grasping soft objects mainly is
involved in the manipulation tasks of the clothes, such as
folding, hanging, classification, etc. In these manipulation
tasks, grasping usually plays an important role. Because
clothes can be deformed, the determination of grasping pose
is generally different from that of rigid objects. The selection
of grasping pose of clothes depends on the purpose of
grasping and the current state of clothes. The arbitrary point
can be chosen as the grasping point as demonstrated in [17].
However, this way may lead to air grasping or grasping
with other unwanted object caught together. The center of
the segmentation area are selected as the grasping point [8].
Instead of center point, the highest position of clothes [18] or
the point in the wrinkle [10] selected as the grasping point.
During the folding process, the corner is usually used as the
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Fig. 2. The difference between our method and previous work in detecting
ungraspable region
grasping point [8]. More detailed information on grasping
clothes are introduced in survey [19].
In practical scenarios, such as logistics sorting, garbage
sorting, household services, there exit scenes where rigid
and soft objects are mixed together. Obviously, the method
mentioned above can not realize the sorting of rigid and
soft objects. In the above scenario, the opening width of the
gripper needs to be changed with the variation of the object.
For example, when grasping towels, the opening width of the
gripper should not be too large, otherwise, multiple towels
will be grasped. When grasping rigid objects, it is necessary
to ensure that the opening range of the gripper is larger
enough than the minimum width of the object. Therefore, in
this paper, we propose a method using the object detection
expressed as rotated bounding box to solve the grasping
problem that rigid and soft objects are mixed together.
III. METHOD
A. Problem Statement
In the scenario where rigid objects are mixed with towels,
our method aims to grasp the towel without colliding to the
occluded objects or grasp a rigid object without bringing
soft object together. If objects are covered with towels, it
can cause collision with occluded object when grasping
the towel. So it is important to identify the area where
occluded objects exist. A lot of object detection methods
adopt bounding box to represent the location of the objects.
As mentioned in [5], a traditional bounding box has four
variables: the center point(x,y), and the size of the box(w,h).
It can not provide an accurate location of the object when it
is rotated(see Fig 2(a)). So the accessible grasping region be-
comes very small(see Fig 2(a)). However, a rotated bounding
box can solve this problem, as shown in Fig 2(b).
B. Rotated Bounding Box Prediction and Angle-related IOU
The rotated bounding box (this inspiration comes mainly
from [5]) has five variables: the center point(bx,by), the size
of the box(bw,bh), and the angle bθ of the bounding box(see
Fig 3). The training of object detection with rotated bounding
box is extended from YOLOv3 [3] training procedure by in-
troducing angle estimation. In YOLOv3 [3], anchor boxes de-
termined by dimension clusters are used to predict bounding
boxes, we also use the same way to determine anchor boxes.
However, we add an angle to each anchor box, that is,the
anchor box has 5 parameters(acx ,acy ,aw,ah,aθ ). The angles
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Fig. 3. The rotated bounding boxes with dimension priors and location.
The prediction of width, height and coordinates is exactly the same as of
YOLOv3 [3]. The difference is that the input of the network is Green-Blue-
Depth, the training label has one more angle information, and the calculation
of IOU is replaced by Angle-related IOU, and the predicted boxes are rotated
bounding box.
of the 9 anchor boxes are 10,30,50,70,90,110,130,150,170
degrees, respectively.
The extended network predicts 5 parameters, 4
coordinates(tx, ty, tw, th) and a rotation angle θ for each
bounding box. As mentioned in YOLOv3 [3], if the
coordinates of the cell deviating from the top corner of the
image are (cx,cy), and the size and the rotation angle of the
rotated bounding box prior are (pw, ph) and pθ , then the
predicted result is:
bx = σ (tx)+ cx (1)
by = σ (ty)+ cy (2)
bw = pwetw (3)
bh = pheth (4)
bθ = pθ (5)
During training we also use sum of squared error loss
as the same as YOLOv3. In object detection, the accuracy
of object detection is usually measured by IOU. The higher
the IOU, the more precise the boundary box is. Because
the rotated bounding box is angle-related, the traditional
definition of IOU is no longer applicable. Angle-related
IOU(ArIOU) is defined in the literature [5]. It is shown
below:
ArIOU(A,B) =
area(A∩B)
area(A∪B) |cos(θA−θB)| , (6)
where θA and θB are the rotated angle of the rotated bounding
box A and B. If the estimated bounding box and the actual
one overlap perfectly, then the ArIOU is 1. If the angle
between estimated bounding box and the actual one is 90
degrees or there is no intersection between the two bounding
boxes, then the ArIOU is 0.
C. Grasping Pose
Grasping pose of towels. Our method is to find the
appropriate grasping pose on the wrinkles based on point
cloud. Selection of the candidate wrinkle point cloud for
towels can be referred to our previous research [10]. In this
paper, PCA is used to obtain the grasping points of candidate
wrinkle instead of choosing the most convex point as in our
previous research [10]. Because the most convex points may
be located at the edge of the wrinkle, its position is not a
proper grasping position. In contrast, the grasp point obtained
by PCA is generally located in the center of the wrinkle,
which is easier to grasp. In the work [10], the grasping
direction of two-fingered gripper is determined by the normal
vectors (nx,ny) of the grasping point. But this method does
not guarantee that the opening direction of the two-fingered
gripper is always perpendicular to the wrinkle. In this paper,
PCA is also used to find the rotation direction of candidate
wrinkle point cloud, and the rotated angle of the wrinkle
is taken as the rotated angle of two-fingered gripper. This
method can effectively avoid failure due to incorrect rotation
angle of two-fingered gripper.
Grasping pose of rigid objects. When towels and other
items are mixed together, the selection of grasping pose
for rigid objects is different from that for soft objects.
Soft objects can be deformed and adapted to grippers, but
these characteristics are not applicable for rigid objects. Our
method first detects the object’s rotated boundary box, and
then takes the object with the highest score as the candidate
target for grasping. Then the 2D position information of
the target is mapped to the 3D point cloud, and 3D rotated
boundary box of the target also helps to isolate it from the
background. Finally, the point cloud of the candidate grasp-
ing target expressed as 3D rotated boundary box is extracted
and the grasping point and orientation is determined by PCA.
The size (wr,hr) of target is determined by the size of 3D
rotated bounding box. It should be noted that the grasping
point is the central point Pc (pcx , pcy , pcz ), and the grasping
direction (nx,ny) is primary direction of the extracted point
cloud. But this grasp point is not always a proper one,
especially when two objects are close to each other, it is apt
to lead to collision. So we sample three grasp positions(P1
(pcx , pcy , pcz ), P2 (pcx −0.3∗hr, pcy −0.3∗hr, pcz −0.3∗hr),
P3 (pcx + 0.3 ∗ hr, pcy + 0.3 ∗ hr, pcz + 0.3 ∗ hr)) with equal
spacing in the primary direction of extracted point cloud to
detect whether there exist collision. If there exist collisions
for all the three positions, our method chooses another object
with lower detection scores as target for grasping.
Collision avoidance of grasping pose. Because the soft
object is adaptive to the gripper, collision avoidance is not
required. In this paper, collision detection is only applied
to rigid objects. Let V (L) ⊂ R3, V (R) ⊂ R3 represent the
the volume occupied by the left and right finger of two-
fingered gripper, and V (L) ⊂ R3, V (R) ⊂ R3 are all 3D
rotated boundary boxes. Let N ⊂ R represents the number of
point cloud in the 3D rotated boundary box. If (N (L)≤CT
and N (R)≤CT ), where CT is a constant and the value is 60,
Input image
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Fig. 4. The result of proposed object detection method using rotated
bounding box.
the grasping pose is collision free. Because there is noise in
the point cloud, a constant CT is set to increase the tolerance
of collision avoidance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Detection results
As can be seen from Fig 2, both the color of the occluded
objects and the background may be same, that is, all of them
are white. Therefore, if only RGB is used as input data of the
network, the object detection algorithm will not distinguish
between them. To use the YOLOv3 with RGB-D data we
only need to replace the red channel in the image with the
depth information, and the idea comes mainly from [15].
Although we can also modify the architecture to support
RGB-D with four channels, but then we can not use pre-
trained weights. The detection results with rotated bounding
box are shown in the Fig 4.
(a) (b)
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Fig. 5. The overview of grasping a towel in this scenario where the
rigid objects are all covered with towels. (a) detection results using rotated
bounding box; (b) detection results using 3D rotated bounding box; (c)
filtering out the point cloud in 3D rotated bounding box; (d) grasping pose
in point cloud; (e) robot arm moves to the grasping pose; (f) robot arm
grasps a towel.
B. Towels grasping
When the multiple rigid objects are covered with towels, in
order to avoid colliding to the occluded objects, the position
of the occluded objects are needed to be detected. However,
the traditional bounding box is not accurate in locating
objects. Therefore, we replaced it with the rotated bounding
box and the detection results is shown in Fig 5(a).
If the detected objects includes a rectangle or cylinder, it
indicates that there are objects covered by towels. It is only
necessary to exclude the region marked as unfeasible for
grasping, that is, the region where the specific geometries
(rectangle or cylinder) and rigid objects are detected. Let
V (sob) ⊂ R3 denote the rotated boundary boxes of the
specific objects (rectangle or cylinder). Let V (rob) ⊂ R3
denote the rotated boundary boxes of the rigid objects (such
as toothpaste, coke, etc). Let V ′ (rob)= 1.5∗1.5∗V(rob), that
is, expanding (wr,hr) of V (rob) by 1.5 times. Let C (sob)⊂
R3 denote the point cloud in V (sob). Let C (rob) ⊂ R3
denote the point cloud in V (rob). Because the rotation angle
detected is not very accurate, so the point cloud C (rob) may
not be consistent with the object. However, residual point
cloud may affect determining grasping pose of the towel.
Let C′ (rob) ⊂ R3 denote the point cloud in V ′ (rob), which
replace C (rob) as the point cloud of the rigid objects. So the
feasible region for grasping in point cloud can be represented
as: C (g) = C ∩C(sob)∩C′(rob)(see Fig 5(c)). The whole
process of grasping a towel is shown in Fig 5. In addition, the
opening width of the gripper is set as a little larger than the
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Fig. 6. The whole process of grasping a object. (a) detection results
using rotated bounding box; (b) the first candidate grasping object in 3D
rotated bounding box; (c) grasping pose and collision detection of the first
candidate grasping object; (d) the second candidate grasping object in 3D
rotated bounding box; (e) grasping pose and collision detection of the second
candidate grasping object; (f) appropriate grasping pose in point cloud; (g)
robot arm move to the grasping pose; (h) robot arm grasps a object.
width of the wrinkle(in our test, generally gripper opening
width:gw = 30 mm). The towel is deformable and adaptive
to the gripper, so collision detection is not required.
C. Rigid objects grasping
Rigid objects are non-deformable and have no adaptability
to gripper. Therefore, for multiple objects placed together, if
the opening width of the gripper and grasping pose are not
suitable, it may cause multiple objects to be grasped together
or fail to grasp.
In this paper when grasping a rigid object, the opening
width of the gripper is determined by the size (wr,hr) of
rotated bounding box, it is 1.5 times width (1.5∗wr) of the
object. In addition, for a rigid object, the appropriate grasping
pose should be collision free ones. When the detected objects
are not including rectangle or cylinder, the object with
the highest score (toothpaste, see Fig 6(a)) is selected as
the candidate grasping target. And then the point cloud of
candidate grasping target in 3D rotated bounding box can be
obtained, see Fig 6(b)). The grasping pose can be determined
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Fig. 7. The whole process of grasping a object. (a) detection results
using rotated bounding box; (b) detection results using 3D rotated bounding
box and extracting point cloud in 3D rotated bounding box; (c) collision
detection of the grasping pose; (d) grasping pose in point cloud; (e) robot
arm moves to the grasping pose; (f) robot arm grasps a object.
using the extracted point cloud by the PCA, see Fig 6(c)). If a
collision is detected, the finger will become to red, otherwise
the finger will be blue. As Shown in Fig 6(c)), the grasping
poses are all collisional ones. Therefore, the next candidate
grasping target with the second highest score need to be
sampled (see Fig 6(d), (e)). Since the grasping pose of the
second candidate grasping target is collision free, so it is
chosen as the final grasping pose(see Fig 6(f)).
In the process of grasping rigid objects, if two or more
objects are close too to each other, it is difficult to grasp
them limited by gripper in this case(see Fig 7(a) and Fig
8(a)). There are two solutions for this scenario.
The first solution. If detecting collision for every object
in three time(see Fig7(c)), there is still no proper grasping
position. In this case, the gripper width should be change
as 1.2 times length (1.2∗hr) of the object, and the grasping
point and the grasping direction are still determined using
the extracted point cloud , the direction should be rotated by
90 degrees(see Fig7(d)). Except for detecting collision, it is
necessary to detect whether the opening width of the gripper
exceeds the opening limit. The whole grasping process is
shown in Fig 7.
The second solution. There are some occasions when
all the above methods had been tried, it still fail to find a
appropriate grasping pose (see Fig8(c)). In this case, pushing
and grasping strategy is adopted in our work. The object with
the highest score is regarded as the push target. The push
direction (nx,ny) and the push ending pose P end (Pex =
(a) (b)
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Fig. 8. The whole process of grasping a object. (a) detection results using
rotating bounding box; (b) detection results using 3D rotating bounding
box and extracting point cloud in 3D rotating bounding box; (c) collision
detection of the first grasping pose; (d) collision detection of the second
grasping pose; (e) collision detection of the third grasping pose; (f) grasping
pose in point cloud; (g) robot arm moves to the grasping pose; (h) robot
arm grasps a object.
pcx ,Pey = pcy ,Pez = pcz ) can be determined by computing
PCA of the push target point cloud in 3D rotated bounding
box. The starting pose of pushing is P start (Psx = pcx +nx ∗
0.5∗hr,Psy = pcy +ny ∗0.5∗hr,Psz = pcz).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a object detection method to
solve the grasp planning problem when soft and rigid objects
are mixed together. The object detection method is the
extension of YOLOv3, which can detect objects covered by
towels via rotated bounding box. When grasping towels, our
method can eliminates the unfeasible grasping region, due to
the potential collision to the covered objects. If no covered
objects are detected, the grasping poses of candidate rigid
objects can be determined by mapping 2D object detection
result to its corresponding 3D point cloud. Beyond that, the
opening width of the gripper varies with the size of the
grasping target, which can effectively avoid grasping multiple
objects.
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